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Prospects for Seismic InversionProspects for Seismic Inversion
on on PetaflopPetaflop SystemsSystems

•• ProspectsProspects
-- Current situation: funding, expectations, challengesCurrent situation: funding, expectations, challenges

•• of Seismic Inversionof Seismic Inversion
-- full waveform inversion in 3Dfull waveform inversion in 3D
-- leastleast--squares observation and modificationssquares observation and modifications
-- inexact Newtoninexact Newton--KrylovKrylov iterative algorithmiterative algorithm

•• on on PetaflopPetaflop SystemsSystems
-- large problems on large clusters of computerslarge problems on large clusters of computers
-- a very specialized view on computation:a very specialized view on computation:

““Does it scale?Does it scale?””



““Does it scale?Does it scale?”” –– What is the meaning?What is the meaning?

““Strong scalingStrong scaling”” –– often unrealisticoften unrealistic
-- Fix problem size (e.g. size of the domain, frequency):Fix problem size (e.g. size of the domain, frequency):
-- Runtime decrease in proportion to resource increase?Runtime decrease in proportion to resource increase?

““Weak scalingWeak scaling”” –– widely accepted criterionwidely accepted criterion
-- Fix problem size per processor (e.g. space/time variables)Fix problem size per processor (e.g. space/time variables)
-- Runtime stays constant while increasing #processors?Runtime stays constant while increasing #processors?

Some things that do Some things that do notnot scale:scale:
-- Hard disk read/write (limited resource, slow bandwidth)Hard disk read/write (limited resource, slow bandwidth)
-- Dense matrices (assembly, storage, matrixDense matrices (assembly, storage, matrix--vector product N^2)vector product N^2)
-- Matrix inversion (storage N^2, runtime N^3)Matrix inversion (storage N^2, runtime N^3)
-- Implicit PDE solvers (limited by network topology, bandwidth)Implicit PDE solvers (limited by network topology, bandwidth)
-- Steepest descent minimization (#iterations depend on N)Steepest descent minimization (#iterations depend on N)



Prospects for Seismic InversionProspects for Seismic Inversion on on PetaflopPetaflop SystemsSystems
This talk is about parallel computing.This talk is about parallel computing.

Kilo Kilo –– 1,0001,000 Mega Mega –– 1,000,0001,000,000 Giga Giga –– 1,000,000,0001,000,000,000
Tera Tera –– 1,000,000,000,0001,000,000,000,000 Peta Peta –– 1,000,000,000,000,0001,000,000,000,000,000

FlopFlop –– ““FloFloating Point ating Point OpOperationeration””
Example Earthquake Simulation:Example Earthquake Simulation:
-- 600km x 600km x 70km region600km x 600km x 70km region
-- Average velocity 2km/s, Max frequency 2HzAverage velocity 2km/s, Max frequency 2Hz
-- Wavelength 1kmWavelength 1km -- 25 million grid boxes25 million grid boxes
-- 10 variables per wavelength10 variables per wavelength -- 25 billion variables25 billion variables
-- Simulated waves travel 400kmSimulated waves travel 400km -- 4000 time steps4000 time steps
-- Executing on average 10 arithmetic operations per variableExecuting on average 10 arithmetic operations per variable

25 billion x 4000 x 10 = 10^1525 billion x 4000 x 10 = 10^15 1 Petaflop1 Petaflop



On the Road to Petascale ComputationOn the Road to Petascale Computation

Identification of possible scientific breakthroughsIdentification of possible scientific breakthroughs
•• SCaLeS report, Petascale Collaboratory for GeosciencesSCaLeS report, Petascale Collaboratory for Geosciences
•• PresidentPresident’’s American Competitiveness Initiative (ACI) s American Competitiveness Initiative (ACI) 

Aggressive programs for petaflops performanceAggressive programs for petaflops performance
•• NSF Track 1 Petascale Acquisition, DOE SC @ ORNL, ANLNSF Track 1 Petascale Acquisition, DOE SC @ ORNL, ANL
•• Cost for NSF and DOE/SC Petaflop systems alone: >Cost for NSF and DOE/SC Petaflop systems alone: >$1B$1B
•• First peak petaflop machine should appear in 2008First peak petaflop machine should appear in 2008

OpportunitiesOpportunities
•• Now it is up to the science & engineering communitiesNow it is up to the science & engineering communities

to make effective use of these systemsto make effective use of these systems
•• Many of the grand challenge problems facing society today are Many of the grand challenge problems facing society today are 

related to the geosciencesrelated to the geosciences
•• High performance computing is High performance computing is ““popularpopular”” –– but for how longbut for how long??



Performance is Flop per Second:Performance is Flop per Second:
How expensive are sustained Flop/s?How expensive are sustained Flop/s?

HumanHuman
-- 0.1 Flop/s0.1 Flop/s $100,000$100,000

LaptopLaptop
-- 10 Gigaflop/s10 Gigaflop/s $1,500$1,500

Selfmade clusterSelfmade cluster
-- 1 Teraflop/s1 Teraflop/s $200,000$200,000

The worldThe world’’s biggest systems in 2011s biggest systems in 2011
-- 1 Petaflop/s1 Petaflop/s $200,000,000 each$200,000,000 each

Does it scale (hardware/money)? Does it scale (hardware/money)? –– Probably.Probably.
Does it scale (potential for waste/failure)? Does it scale (potential for waste/failure)? –– Definitely.Definitely.



•• Does it scale (unprecedented hardware complexity)? Does it scale (unprecedented hardware complexity)? –– hopefully.hopefully.
oo 500K 500K –– 1M cores1M cores
oo Multicore processors, Multicore processors, specialized accelerator chipsspecialized accelerator chips

•• AMD: GPAMD: GP--GPUGPU Intel: 80Intel: 80--core teraflop boxcore teraflop box
•• IBM: cell processorIBM: cell processor FPGAsFPGAs
•• Cray: multithreading + multicore scalarCray: multithreading + multicore scalar
•• Multiple processors inside SMP boxMultiple processors inside SMP box
•• Complex network topologyComplex network topology

•• Does it scale (numerical algorithms)?Does it scale (numerical algorithms)? thatthat’’s uss us
oo Good news: in principle, PDE solvers should scale... but in pracGood news: in principle, PDE solvers should scale... but in practice?tice?

•• anisotropies, heterogeneities, multiphysics, nonlinearities, ...anisotropies, heterogeneities, multiphysics, nonlinearities, ...
•• dynamic adaptivity, free boundary/interface problems, ...dynamic adaptivity, free boundary/interface problems, ...

oo Growing algorithmic and programming complexityGrowing algorithmic and programming complexity
•• Deep nesting of control flow / data structuresDeep nesting of control flow / data structures

Building a petaflops machine is unquestionably hard.Building a petaflops machine is unquestionably hard.
But using it is even harder!But using it is even harder!

Challenges of Petascale ComputationChallenges of Petascale Computation



New Sun/AMD system atNew Sun/AMD system at
Texas Advanced Computing Center, UTTexas Advanced Computing Center, UT--AustinAustin

•• New $59M NSF award to UTNew $59M NSF award to UT
deploy and maintain Sun/AMD deploy and maintain Sun/AMD ““Track 2Track 2”” supercomputersupercomputer

•• Collaboration between TACC, ICES, Cornell, and Arizona St.Collaboration between TACC, ICES, Cornell, and Arizona St.
•• Expected final configuration in November 2007:Expected final configuration in November 2007:

oo DeerhoundDeerhound--based (quadbased (quad--core, 4core, 4--way)way)
oo 530 Teraflop/s530 Teraflop/s
oo >62,000 cores>62,000 cores
oo 125 TB memory125 TB memory
oo 1.9 PB disk1.9 PB disk



The billion dollar question: Can we scale up our The billion dollar question: Can we scale up our 
simulations to capitalize on O(10simulations to capitalize on O(1055) CPUs? ) CPUs? 

Overall scalability requires:Overall scalability requires:
•• System scalabilitySystem scalability
•• Implementation scalabilityImplementation scalability
•• Algorithmic scalabilityAlgorithmic scalability

oo Some of the most powerful and algorithmicallySome of the most powerful and algorithmically--
scalable numerical algorithms and schemes also scalable numerical algorithms and schemes also 
have the most complex data structures and have the most complex data structures and 
implementation requirementsimplementation requirements
-- Multigrid, AMR, fast multipole, ...Multigrid, AMR, fast multipole, ...

oo Focus of talk: how scalable is seismic inversion?Focus of talk: how scalable is seismic inversion?
-- Part 1: scalability of forward solverPart 1: scalability of forward solver
-- Part 2: scalability of inverse methodPart 2: scalability of inverse method



Earthquake wave propagation modelEarthquake wave propagation model

USGS

Variable-slip 
kinematic
source model
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Pitfalls of old systemPitfalls of old system

MeshingMeshing PartitionerPartitioner SolverSolver VisualizationVisualization

Complex data format conversions Complex data format conversions 

FEM FEM 
meshmesh
100GB100GB

Partitioned Partitioned 
meshmesh

~1000files~1000files

4D 4D 
outputoutput
~10TB~10TB

I/O and network bandwidth boundI/O and network bandwidth bound
Different computing systemsDifferent computing systems



EndEnd--toto--end parallelismend parallelism
((TiankaiTiankai TuTu and and HongfengHongfeng Yu)Yu)

Physical Physical 
modelmodel

InterpretationInterpretation

MeshingMeshing PartitionerPartitioner SolverSolver VisualizationVisualization

Hercules: Single, parallel, Hercules: Single, parallel, 
online online octreeoctree--based toolbased tool

•• Avoid large file I/OAvoid large file I/O

•• JPEG outputsJPEG outputs

•• Enable online steeringEnable online steering



Isogranular Scalability (55 TF/s TACC Lonestar)
LA Basin (100km x 100km x 37.5 km), SCEC CVM Version 2.0;
minimum shear wave velocity 100m/s

Meshing: O(N log E) = O(N log N)
Wave propagation solver: O(N T) = O(N4/3)
Volume rendering: O(XY E1/3 log E) = O(XY N1/3 log N) 
N = # grid points; E = # elements; T = # time steps; (X,Y) = pixels in canvas



Performance data (Performance data (AlphaServerAlphaServer at PSC)at PSC)
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IsogranularIsogranular scalability:scalability:
•• EndEnd--toto--end: up to 534M grid pts, 81% efficiency from 1 to 784 processorend: up to 534M grid pts, 81% efficiency from 1 to 784 processors s 

FixedFixed--size scalability:size scalability:
•• Meshing + solver: 134M grid pts, 84% efficiency on 2048 processMeshing + solver: 134M grid pts, 84% efficiency on 2048 processors (base 128PEs)ors (base 128PEs)
•• EndEnd--toto--end: 134M grid pts, 76% efficiency on 748 processors (base 128PEend: 134M grid pts, 76% efficiency on 748 processors (base 128PEs)s)

Processor utilization:Processor utilization:
•• ~655 ~655 MFlopsMFlops/sec/PE; 33% of the peak performance (2GFlops/sec/PE)./sec/PE; 33% of the peak performance (2GFlops/sec/PE).



Example: 1994 Northridge earthquake simulation (2006)Example: 1994 Northridge earthquake simulation (2006)
(real(real--time on 2000 cores of TACC Dell/Woodcrest time on 2000 cores of TACC Dell/Woodcrest LonestarLonestar))



Full waveform inversion: Challenges Full waveform inversion: Challenges 

•• Inverse problem can be highly nonlinear even Inverse problem can be highly nonlinear even 
when forward problem is linearwhen forward problem is linear

•• Inverse operator is nonInverse operator is non--local, nonlocal, non--causalcausal
•• Need to build on large body of algorithms, Need to build on large body of algorithms, 

libraries, and software for forward simulationlibraries, and software for forward simulation
•• Numerous forward simulations required for an Numerous forward simulations required for an 

inverse solutioninverse solution
•• Numerous inverse solutions required to Numerous inverse solutions required to 

estimate best regularization parameterestimate best regularization parameter
•• Want to estimate not just mean of Want to estimate not just mean of 

parameters, but also variance (or better: parameters, but also variance (or better: 
distribution)distribution)

•• Significant work by: Significant work by: SymesSymes, , TarantolaTarantola, , 
ChaventChavent, Mora, Jordan, Tromp, Pratt, etc., Mora, Jordan, Tromp, Pratt, etc.



Least squares parameter estimation Least squares parameter estimation 
formulation of inverse wave propagation formulation of inverse wave propagation 
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Least squares parameter estimation Least squares parameter estimation 
formulation of inverse wave propagation formulation of inverse wave propagation 

receiverssources
data misfit

inversion fields

target Tikhonov reg.
+ multiscale

BV regular.
+ multiscale

BV reg., section

displacements

local minimumlocal minimumunregularized
solution

forward 
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model



Least squares parameter estimation Least squares parameter estimation 
formulation of inverse wave propagation formulation of inverse wave propagation 

receiverssources
data misfit

inversion fields

target BV regular.
+ multiscale

BV reg., section

displacements

forward 
wave 
propagation
modelsecond variation



LagrangianLagrangian and weak form of optimality systemand weak form of optimality system



Strong form of first order necessary conditionsStrong form of first order necessary conditions



•• How to solve? Straightforward dense approach How to solve? Straightforward dense approach 
intractable, e.g. for largest problem we solve:intractable, e.g. for largest problem we solve:
oo 17 million wave propagations to set up linear system17 million wave propagations to set up linear system
oo 2 2 petabytespetabytes to store itto store it
oo 3 hours on an 3 hours on an exaflops/sexaflops/s machine for one Newton machine for one Newton 

iterationiteration
oo (for 1Hz LA model, (for 1Hz LA model, zettascale/yottascalezettascale/yottascale computing computing 

needed; arrives in ~2050 per needed; arrives in ~2050 per DemiDemi MooreMoore’’s law)s law)

A GaussA Gauss--NewtonNewton--SchurSchur--CG methodCG method

•• Instead, solve by conjugate gradients:Instead, solve by conjugate gradients:
oo form Hessianform Hessian--vector products on the fly, terminate vector products on the fly, terminate 

early per early per EisenstatEisenstat--Walker Walker 
oo globalize with line search or trust regionglobalize with line search or trust region
oo each CG iteration requires 1 forward, 1 each CG iteration requires 1 forward, 1 adjointadjoint wave wave 

propagation propagation --> parallelizes as well as forward > parallelizes as well as forward 
problem (Nproblem (Ns s forw/adjforw/adj wave propagations for multiple wave propagations for multiple 
sources)sources)

oo construction of construction of preconditionerpreconditioner difficult, since Hessian difficult, since Hessian 
not formed explicitlynot formed explicitly



Algorithmic scalability for 3D acoustic Algorithmic scalability for 3D acoustic 
inversion exampleinversion example

Mesh independence of Mesh independence of 
nonlinear iterations nonlinear iterations Mesh independence Mesh independence 

of linear iterations of linear iterations 

But even with mesh But even with mesh 
independence, # of wave independence, # of wave 
propagations still large!propagations still large!



Motivation for reduced space CG solverMotivation for reduced space CG solver

Spectrum of discrete reduced HessianSpectrum of discrete reduced Hessian

Eigenvector forEigenvector for
large large eigenvalueeigenvalue

Eigenvector forEigenvector for
intermediate intermediate eigenvalueeigenvalue

Eigenvector forEigenvector for
small small eigenvalueeigenvalue



Solution algorithm:Solution algorithm:
Multilevel inexact GaussMultilevel inexact Gauss--NewtonNewton--PCGPCG

•• Multilevel continuation over grid and source frequencyMultilevel continuation over grid and source frequency

oo Inexact GaussInexact Gauss--Newton nonlinear iterationNewton nonlinear iteration

•• Conjugate gradient solution of reduced Hessian system Conjugate gradient solution of reduced Hessian system 
(each (each matvecmatvec requires requires NNss forward & forward & adjointadjoint wave wave 
propagation solutions) propagation solutions) 

–– PreconditionerPreconditioner: : 
»» limited memory BFGS (Moraleslimited memory BFGS (Morales--NocedalNocedal))
»» initialized with several iterations of Frankelinitialized with several iterations of Frankel’’s s 

method (twomethod (two--step stationary method) to step stationary method) to 
““invertinvert””

»» MultigridMultigrid



Inversion examplesInversion examples

•• 2D shear, 3D acoustic, and 3D elastic models2D shear, 3D acoustic, and 3D elastic models
•• Synthetic inversion (some with 5% added Synthetic inversion (some with 5% added 

noise) using SCEC community velocity model  noise) using SCEC community velocity model  
•• Piecewise bi/Piecewise bi/trilineartrilinear finite element finite element 

approximation of state, approximation of state, adjointadjoint, and material , and material 
property in spaceproperty in space

•• Explicit central difference time integrationExplicit central difference time integration
•• PETScPETSc ((www.petsc.anl.govwww.petsc.anl.gov) implementation ) implementation 
•• Up to 257x257x257 grid (17 million inversion Up to 257x257x257 grid (17 million inversion 

parameters) on 2048 processors (~12h)parameters) on 2048 processors (~12h)
•• Up to 225 surface receiversUp to 225 surface receivers

http://www.petsc.anl.gov/


Material inversion: Material inversion: multiscalemultiscale continuation continuation 
(64 receivers)(64 receivers)



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 1, level 1



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 2, level 2



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 3, level 3



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 4, level 4



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 5, level 5



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 6, level 6



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 7, level 7



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 8, level 8



MultiscaleMultiscale inversion:inversion:
Target vs. inverted Target vs. inverted isosurfacesisosurfaces, level 9, level 9



Comparison of target and inverted Comparison of target and inverted 
material models: 3D acoustic and elasticmaterial models: 3D acoustic and elastic

Acoustic medium, pAcoustic medium, p--wave velocitywave velocity Elastic medium, sElastic medium, s--wave velocitywave velocity

http://www.tops-scidac.org/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~quake




Prospects for 3D Prospects for 3D elastodynamicelastodynamic inversion inversion 
with observations from multiple events?with observations from multiple events?
•• 4x2 earthquake simulations per CG iteration4x2 earthquake simulations per CG iteration
•• 20 CG iterations per Gauss20 CG iterations per Gauss--Newton iterationNewton iteration
•• 20 Gauss20 Gauss--Newton iterationsNewton iterations
•• Inversion costs 4000x a single forward simulation  Inversion costs 4000x a single forward simulation  
•• Assume sustained Assume sustained petaflopspetaflops machine has 100,000 8X machine has 100,000 8X 

faster CPUs (than faster CPUs (than LonestarLonestar’’ss Woodcrest)Woodcrest)
•• Inverse algorithm can absorb 50x increase in CPUs Inverse algorithm can absorb 50x increase in CPUs 

(assuming network keep up with faster processors; (assuming network keep up with faster processors; 
granularity will be 70k element/CPU)granularity will be 70k element/CPU)

•• Therefore inverse problem can be solved in Therefore inverse problem can be solved in 
4000*15hr/400 or ~ 1 week on 8 4000*15hr/400 or ~ 1 week on 8 PflopsPflops machine machine 



Overall remarks: Overall remarks: 

•• Multilevel continuation forces successive iterates to Multilevel continuation forces successive iterates to 
remain within basin of attraction of global minimum remain within basin of attraction of global minimum 

•• Total variation regularization very effective at localizing Total variation regularization very effective at localizing 
sharp material interfaces sharp material interfaces 

•• Outer and inner iterations are meshOuter and inner iterations are mesh--independent, once independent, once 
nonlinearities have been resolvednonlinearities have been resolved

•• Algorithmic, parallel, and overall scalability followAlgorithmic, parallel, and overall scalability follow
•• Despite algorithmic and parallel scalability, number of Despite algorithmic and parallel scalability, number of 

forward/forward/adjointadjoint solutions is large (equivalent to ~800 solutions is large (equivalent to ~800 
wave propagations for 129^3 grid)wave propagations for 129^3 grid)

•• MultigridMultigrid preconditionerpreconditioner is promisingis promising
•• HighHigh--fidelity inverse earthquake modeling w/multiple fidelity inverse earthquake modeling w/multiple 

earthquake sources remains a earthquake sources remains a petaflopspetaflops--level challengelevel challenge



Ongoing and future workOngoing and future work

•• Incorporation of parallel adaptive Incorporation of parallel adaptive octreeoctree grids grids 
•• GCV for regularization parameter selection GCV for regularization parameter selection 
•• Uncertainty estimation via inverse Hessian Uncertainty estimation via inverse Hessian 

approximation of covariance matrix approximation of covariance matrix 
•• Incorporation of prior (SCEC community Incorporation of prior (SCEC community 

velocity model)velocity model)
•• Inversion for attenuation parametersInversion for attenuation parameters
•• Inversion for fault parameters Inversion for fault parameters 
•• Inversion for fault location (shape optimization Inversion for fault location (shape optimization 

problem)problem)
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